B O T T L E D C R A FT B E E R S
ASK ABOUT OUR GUEST BOTTLED CRAFT BEERS

AMERICAN
ANCHOR STEAM Steam Beer 4.8%
The classic of American brewing that traces back to the
Gold Rush era. Bronze colour, a thick creamy head and
a malty palate with a beautiful bitter hop aroma................................................. £4.25
FLYING DOG SNAKE DOG India Pale Ale 7.1%
A Colorado-style IPA with hops from the Pacific
Northwest, this is Flying Dog’s hop monster and the
citrus fruit aroma will hypnotize the senses!........................................................ £5.00

BRITISH
BREWDOG 5 A.M. SAINT Amber Ale 5.4%
Lychee and pine aromas lead to hints of orange peel.
Earthy and spicy flavours from the rich malt base lead
to a subtle finish that is low in bitterness ............................................................. £4.25
MEANTIME LONDON PORTER 6.5%
The rich malty and bready character mixed with chocolate and
coffee character notes create an authentic and complex taste....................... £6.75
MEANTIME CHOCOLATE STOUT 6.5%
The natural mocca flavours of the four different roasted malts
used to brew this rich, dark beer are complemented by the
addition of real chocolate during maturation ...................................................... £4.25

GOOSE ISLAND 312 URBAN American Wheat 4.2%
Named after the area code of downtown Chicago, a modern
wheat beer with light citrus flavour and a smooth, creamy body .................... £4.25

MEANTIME RASPBERRY WHEAT BEER 5.0% ABV
Based on a pale, lightly hopped wheat beer, the refreshingly crisp
fruitiness, aroma and rich colour come from the addition of fresh
raspberry puree during maturation ...................................................................... .£4.25

SIERRA NEVADA Pale Ale 5.6%
Generous quantities of premium Cascade hops give
the Pale Ale its fragrant bouquet and spicy flavour.
Exceptionally full-bodied, complex character....................................................... £5.00

BRISTOL BEER FACTORY MILK STOUT
This award winning National Champion Stout is a beautifully
creamy, full-bodied stout, the likes of which were brewed nearly
a century ago on the very site of the Bristol Beer Factory today ................... £4,50

ABBEY/TRAPPIST/EUROPE
CHIMAY RED CAP Trappist Dubbel 7.0%
The first beer brewed at the Notre-Dame de Scourmont Abbey,
a beautiful coppery colour topped with a creamy head, it gives
off a slight fruity apricot aroma............................................................................... £5.00
WESTMALLE DUBBEL Trappist Dubbel 7.0%
A dark, reddish-brown Trappist beer with a creamy, fragrant
head. The flavour is rich and complex, herby and fruity with
a fresh-bitter finish ................................................................................................... £5.00
LA CHOUFFE 8%
A golden ale, strong, spicy and lightly hoppy, La Chouffe is
bottle re-fermented, unfiltered, unpasteurised and without
any additives................................................................................................................ £6.25
ERDINGER WEISS Hefeweizen 5.3%
Outstanding wheat beer flavour, the classic of the Erdinger
brewery. Brewed to a traditional recipe, bottle-fermented
and taking three to four weeks to mature ........................................................... £5.00
FLENSBURGER GOLD Dortmunder 4.8%
A pale golden beer brewed like a pilsner with a good head,
a soft and fresh taste, and a pleasantly light yeasty bouquet ............................. £4.25

FRUIT
LIEFMANS FRUITESSE Fruit Beer 4.2%
Blended with juice from strawberries, raspberries, cherries,
blueberries and elderberries. Pale red in colour and soft
foamy head reminiscent of Kir Royale................................................................... £4.25
TIMMERMANS KRIEK Lambic Fruit 4.0%
Cherry aromas come through powerfully on the nose.
Lambic acidity is balanced by the sweet and fruity cherries
with a flavour that lingers elegantly........................................................................ £5.00

WILD BEER CO. EPIC SAISON
Epic by name, epic by nature, this Farmhouse Ale is a
transcontinental fusion of Belgium’s eclectic beer culture
and the feisty hops of North America. Bittersweet fruitiness
holds sway, while tangerine oranges tap dance their way
across the tongue in the finish ................................................................................ £5.00
HARBOUR I.P.A
A modern interpretation of the British classic with
pronounced American hop aromas. This golden ale has
citrus characters and robust yet balanced bitterness......................................... £5.00

BOTTLED CIDER
THISTLY CROSS Ginger, Scotland 4%
A well balanced, full bodied and refreshing cider which
should unite ginger lovers the world over. A refreshing
summer drink or warming winter tipple.............................................. £5.00
THISTLY CROSS Whiskey Cask, Scotland 7%
A flavoursome cider made potent in the oak of a Glenglassaugh
whisky cask with lingering tastes to be savoured............................... £5.00
ASPALL Organic 7.0%
Aspall Organic has an attractive golden colour andmarked
fruity aroma of traditional bittersweet cyder apple, with
floral and spicy overtones....................................................................... £4.60
ORCHARD PIG TRUFFLER Dry 6%
Truffler offers just a welcome hint of sweetness that gives a long,
rounded finish without compromising the dry character of this
classic Somerset cider.............................................................................. £4.60

BRINGING THE WORLDS BEST BEERS FROM THE WORLDS BEST BREWERS

